Ukraine’s Game: Obama’s Checkers vs. Putin’s Chess
by
Barry A. Goodfield, Ph.D., DABFM, B.C.E.T.S.

It was 1991 when I stood on the deck of a decaying USSR warship moored
dockside at the Port of Sevastopol Crimea on an unofficial NATO visit. The captain
did not look much better than his ship. The tattered Soviet flag, moved gently in the
cool afternoon winds over the fantail, caught my eye. “I see you have not changed
flags yet; your ship still is flying the old hammer and sickle.” “Yes,” he said with a
sardonic glance and somewhat sarcastic smile, “we can’t afford a new one!”
Twenty-three years have passed, since that remark and the issue remains alive
today, as a nationalistic statement, a psychological observation and an economic
reality.
The conflict erupted on Kiev streets on the night of 21 November 2013, igniting the
smoldering resentments festering for decades, in the psyche of the divided
Ukrainian people. In 1956 the Crimea population of which was mostly Russian,
was transferred to Ukraine by Nikita Khrushchev.
Following the events of August 1991 Ukraine declared its independence. And
following a referendum in December 1991, became a recognized independent
state. The differences between East and West Ukraine remain a continued source of
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tension. In a matter of days the fires burning nightly in Kiev, ignited in the East and
all eyes shifted to the outpouring of people on the streets of the Crimea.
Those in Russian-speaking Donetsk, and those living in Kiev’s Ukrainian-speaking
region, reflect two different views of life. Each city has a population of
approximately one million, each with a different view of their past and future. One
aspiring for the life offered by a closer alliance to the European Union and the West
in general, the other faction reaching out for support from neighboring Russia.
Some protesters are shouting today “Crimea is Russia”. Just as a few weeks ago, at
the other end of this vast country, we heard shouts of, “Ukraine belongs in the
European Union”. This tug-of-war in reality pits Putin at one end of the rope pulling
for a resurrection of the Old Russian Empire, spiffed out in a new suit of clothes. At
the other end Obama represents the West, pulling for peace, consensus and
compromise, as he attempts to placate others who stand by helplessly watching the
increasing geopolitical losses to Putin.
It is a contest between a silver-tongued, street smart Chicago community organizer,
and a former Colonel in the KGB, a spy, who spent his entire life breaking or
disregarding laws. His objectives are clear and stated as long ago as October18,
2007 reported by Bloomberg: “President Vladimir Putin said Russia has 'grandiose
plans’ to continue the country's largest military build-up since the end of the Cold
War. “We have plans, not simply big, but grandiose plans.’' Putin said today in his
annual call-in television program. ”And they are completely realizable.''
The BBC reports Feb. 24, 2014, US Sec. Defense Chuck Hagel as saying “American
dominance... can no longer be taken for granted. He has unveiled plans to shrink
the US Army to its smallest size since before the US entered World War Two.
Outlining his budget plan, the Pentagon chief proposed trimming the active-duty
Army to 440,000-450,000 personnel, down from 520,000 currently. Cold War-era
Air Force fleets — the U-2 spy plane and the A-10 attack jet — will also be retired.
Putin’s stated, “grandiose plans,'' verses Hagel’s “don’t count on us message” will
jog memories and raise doubts about a genuine “boots on the ground” support
from NATO and the West in general.
Winston Churchill said of this thinking: ” One ought never to turn one's back on a
threatened danger and try to run away from it. If you do that, you will double the
danger. But if you meet it promptly and without flinching, you will reduce the
danger by half. “ He added, 'An appeaser is one who feeds a crocodile, hoping it
will eat him last.”
We may know the backgrounds of these two heads of state, but what we need in
these perilous times is a deeper insight into their unconscious thinking that drives
their actions.
I have watched both leaders for some years, this is what I know in terms of a
clinical profile of both of these men. Following the profiles, I will discuss the
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interaction of their unconscious thinking about each other based upon their NonVerbal-Leak (NVL).
What must be clearly recognized first and foremost, is that the direction and
freedom does not lie in the heads, hearts or minds of just two men? There are many
other external variables to consider. For President Obama, he tries to govern facing
a divided Congress, and mid-term elections. Moreover, he faces an economy
struggling to emerge from a global financial meltdown of monumental proportions.
Add to that, Obamacare, Syria, al-Qaeda, Afghanistan troop withdrawal, Hamid
Karzai, Iraq and a few more issues like his waning popularity and a somewhat
sympathetic media cooling down as his approval rate falls. Well, you get the
picture.
President Putin also faces his own set of challenges, some similar to President
Obama: namely Syria, specifically President Bashar al-Assad, international
terrorism, Iran, corruption ‘his own and others’, pressure on human rights including
gay rights, and a struggling economy. Add to that growing pressure on him to find a
solution acceptable to the West, etc. Clearly both men have their hands and heads
full. Still any insight into their thinking both conscious and unconscious can be of
value.
When President’s Obama and Putin meet person to person or on the phone, to
discuss international events, what will be the unconscious variables in their
conscious interactions? Like most people there are often many remarks left unsaid
but, nevertheless felt.
Sometimes we broadcast these feelings with our nonverbal behavior. I refer to this
phenomena as a Non-Verbal Leak; that is, a message that is below the level of
awareness, with a repetitive patterned movement reflecting an unresolved problem
and strategy from the past.
All people have unresolved issues from the past, with various degrees of awareness.
Some are completely unaware. Those thoughts, fears and feelings act like the keel
of a ship perceived as necessary for stability yet for the most part remain unseen.
By careful analysis of the Non-Verbal Leak’s of both men a picture emerges that
reflect the deeper reactions they have towards one another. Here is what the NonVerbal Leak (NVL) reveals about President Putin’s deeper unconscious feelings:

Some say this is Putin with President Reagan
as photographer in earlier KGB days
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President Putin’s Goodfield Personality Type 2.3 The Pouncer
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Major signs of distrust
Presents himself in an arrogant way
He has the image of a winner who does not care how he wins
He presents himself as a man who is dangerous
His humor is cynical and ironic when he shows it
He is a good man to have on your side in tough times
He is a man with power
He does not suffer fools lightly
He is a tough player in major decision-making situations
Although active and outgoing privately, he admits to feeling like living
behind a glass wall
He has major problems trusting others. He has particular difficulty trusting
woman
He laughs off (denies) deep emotional feelings
When it comes to games, people are players on his chessboard, never theirs
If you are “in” with Putin, you are really “in”, as much as anybody is
He is often found at the center of controversial political policy decisions
He enjoys being at the center of the fray when action is required
He is a man who gives generously to prove to others he “cares”

•

He sees himself as a “larger than life figure” and works at that impression

•

Ten Unconscious factors of President Putin (2.3)
1. Aggression style

Calculated Emotional Response
(He plans then pounces)

2. General impression given

Ruthless and charming
(A merciless smile behind a PSM: Soviet
pistol with a Graz Burya)

3. Ego strength

Strong and rigid

4. Ability to handle stress

Strong internalization then physical action

5. Leadership style

Authoritarian
(He knows he knows and does not want a
discussion)
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6. Trustworthiness

Never and nobody
(Openness = Weakness)

7. Styles of personal contact

Object forum relationships
(Based solely on his needs)

8. Giver / Taker style

He can give generously, but always with a
hidden agenda
(He is a taker who enjoys taking)

9. Health risks

He prides himself as a healthy
action-oriented person
(His internalized stress and life could result
in a violent death/heart attack)

10. Psychological presence

He is a person who is 100% present
(His distrust of most everybody and
everything keeps him alert)

Ten Unconscious factors of President Obama (3.2)
1. Aggression style

Determines, strong and relentless
(Can be provoked but usually internalizes
as he seeks a winning strategy)

2. General impression given

Trustworthy, self-assured, calm in crises

3. Ego strength

Strong

4. Ability to handle stress

Manages it by detaching himself

5. Leadership style

Intense, focused, distrusting, a relentless
questioner
(External charmer, a driller searching for
winning tools)

6. Trustworthiness

Trustworthy
(Intuitively skilled at sensing hidden
agendas)

7. Styles of personal contact

Charming, warm, friendly, outgoing
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(A relentless questioner looking for the
right question to ask)
8. Giver / Taker style

Giver who enjoys giving
(Giving builds a war chest to be use later)

9. Health risks

Violent death/or stress related illness
i.e.,heart attack

10. Psychological presence

Always 100% present when needed
(Childhood taught him be a “pleaser”
with eyes open to danger and
opportunity)

Obama-Putin exchange in terms of conscious remarks and unconscious feeling
Below is a picture of both conscious awareness and unconscious reactions.

Ego strength
Obama says: I feel strong
Obama really feels: I feels strong, my words and will, never fail me
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Putin says: I am calm and self-assured
Putin really feels: Guided towards my destiny
General impression given
Obama: Calm and controlled
Obama really feels: Tension and a need to control it
Putin: I have the power
Putin really feels: I am tougher than the others and I am ready to prove it
Aggression styles
Obama says: I will think my way out of this
Obama really feels: I will compete to understand
Putin says: Aggression? Are you angry? Why?
Putin really feels: Denial and Controlled Emotional Response (CER) is the best way
to express it
Giver / taker style
Obama says: I am a giver with both eyes open
Obama really feels: I can give, but it must advance my agenda
Putin says: I am a giver to those around me
Putin really feels: I am a giver to those who completely accept my views
Style of personal contact
Obama says: I am open
Obama really feels: Distance and distrust
Putin says: I am open to contact
Putin really feels: If you don’t know me, how can I trust your reaction to me?
Psychological presence
Obama says: I am very present
Obama really feels: Very present, my cleverness proves it
Putin says: I am present
Putin really feels: I am guided in being present from the past
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Comments and Reactions
What conclusions can we make based upon the look we have just had into the
unconscious minds of these two very different, but mentally healthy personalities?
If negotiation is the art of compromise don’t expect much from Mr. Putin. He
equates compromise with failure to win and a sure sign of weakness.
Mr. Obama, by contrast, has been raised in a circumstance where in his own
personal life negotiation and compromise were part of making a deal, an essential
for daily existence. He will never give up however, he will always looks for
alternatives when the road to success seams blocked by circumstance or combative
people.

The world of President Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin
Mr. Putin is a chess player who evaluates, considers tactics, alternatives and moves.
He is also a chess master, the geopolitical equivalent of Garry Kasparov. The
approach he takes is that of a tactician, a person willing to sacrifice his pieces to
map a winning strategy. He has a clear mission. He is convinced he is the smartest,
most skilled and yes, if necessary, the most ruthless player on the world stage today.
His goal is simply to use the festering anger and despair of a people whose role,
and whose destiny has been squandered away by petty apologists and short-sighted
technocrats. To him victory is the return not of the old USSR but, a new 21st
century version of a great Russian empire gathered together in a federation under
his all powerful, omnipotent rule and indisputable reason.
He has assessed his main opponent, Mr. Obama, as soft, compromiser, weak and
unwilling to wage a war to a final victory. Or to pay the price like that paid by
patriots at Stalingrad in their fight.
To Putin, Russia’s true destiny was dashed by those without a clear or correct vision
of its inevitable role in the world. Russia is not merely an “alternative approach” to
the West. Russia, as he is forging it today, will become the superpower it once was
in bygone times.
Putin sees Obama’s foreign policy as an extension of his personal shortcomings and
frailties. He sees Obama as a “weak-sister"-a person willing to sacrifice greatly for
compromise, appeasement, consensus and ultimately, mediocrity.
He sees himself as a bare knuckled fighter in an international ring of lightweight
incompetents, inept people who simply don’t get it. On a conscious level, this is a
chess game to be won with cold, strategic logic regarding pain versus gain. On an
unconscious level, his goal is to vent his anger and win all out victory regardless of
how long the fight and who gets hurt. The war he fights is not with another it is
within his own mind.
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Throughout history we have seen tyrannical figures emerge, such as Adolf Hitler,
Bennito Mussolini, Josef Stalin, Idi Amin, Saddam Hussein, General Pinochet,
General Franco, and the list goes on and on. The question today is: What will
history’s verdict be on Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin?
Putin recognizes Obama’s intelligence but sees it as something that clutters his
tactical thinking. Moreover, to him Obama cannot take definitive action, with few
exceptions like taking out Osama bin Laden. But even that took 10 years. When
Obama takes unilateral action such as his use of drone strikes in the Middle East he
(Putin) may not say it, but he approves of such direct actions. It is bringing the fight
to the enemy.
Some of the syllogistic logic of Putin is perpetuated by his view of the inefficient
governmental structure prevalent in Western democracies. Sure, he has a court
system, an elected parliament but that should never get in the way of his inspired
leadership and chosen direction for his vision of the new Russia he is bent on
creating.
President Putin fundamentally distrusts those who do not see the world the way he
does. Anybody who falls into that group is either a fool who needs to be shunned,
or neutralized, one way or another. To him it is simple: organize, fight, win. No
apologies. No regrets. He lives in a world of geopolitical systems clashing. Niceties
and pleasantries are nothing more that superficial steps necessary on the long road
to the final goal of empire resurrection.
On an intra-physic level President Putin is a lonely man without genuine contact,
due to his deep distrust of people. He compensates for this by living a “larger than
life” existence, taking bold action ($50-billion
US for Sochi), appearing bear-chested, rifle or
bow and arrow in hand. He surrounds himself
with people who feed the fantasy that he is
determined to turn into a reality, for himself and
his beloved Russia.
Truth, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder,
but it is safe to say he is a dangerous man, with
a plan that will at some point impact us all. It is
simply a matter of time.

The world of President Hussein Obama II
Mr. Obama is a checker player moving his agenda one cautious step at a time.
He tries to build a large coalition to put pressure on President Putin.
There are of course, various approaches that must be factored in to maintain some
semblance of a united front. Those who have fragile economies or have tried to live
life under the Russian boot are reluctant to trust or provoke the old Russian bear
they see in Putin’s bravado, thus making a united strategy more difficult for Obama
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to control and develop. Moreover, there are the occasional conflicting remarks
made by allies that point up and even sometimes exploit, policy and philosophical
differences in viewpoint. Of course, these
remarks are often exploited to point up discord
in the alliance.
Given these obvious variables there is still the
role of the designated spokesperson, the
President of the United States. His skill in
dealing with all of the international nuances
and attempting to put a united face on the
resistance to President Putin’s provocative
action would prove difficult for any diplomat.
President Obama’s personal life and early
childhood experiences, always forward-seeking
alternative, is a natural way of life.
In his book, Obama discusses lessons learned by his step-father that he remembers
and reports.
His step-father Lolo said, “Sometimes you can’t worry about hurt. Sometimes you
worry only about getting where you have to go.”…..
Discussing a time when Lolo witnessed a man getting killed he said in answer to a
question why was he killed, “Men take advantage of weakness in other men.
They’re just like countries in that way. The strong man takes the weak man’s land.
He makes the weak man work in his fields. If the weak man’s woman is pretty, the
strong man will take her.” He paused to take another sip of water, then asked,
“Which would you rather be?”…“Better to be strong,.” “If you can’t be strong, be
clever and make peace with someone who’s strong. But always better to be strong
yourself. Always.” Dreams of my father page 25.
Obama’s life has taught him to always keep his eyes wide open whereas, Putin’s life
has taught him to squint, and see every possible detail and note anything that might
be a threat to him, and later to his country. The question regarding their eyes is.......
who will blink first?
Both of these Goodfield Personality Types, 2.3 Putin and 3.2 Obama, are classic
types that are often found in positions of power and influence. What can we glean
from this information? President Obama is more resilient, where-as President Putin
is more cunning and a tougher street fighter.
Like all world leaders there is never a shortage of advice givers, paid or voluntary,
in the media, or on the streets. This being an obvious fact, what perceptions get
through and how they are translated is a function of the leaders perception.
President Putin has only a rubber stamp parliament with which he must contend.
Obama, is and must be, more open to divergent feedback and confrontative
behavior. This is appropriate when one considers what he faces on a daily basis
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from all corners both nationally and internationally. It is virtually impossible to be
arbitrary and capricious as President of the United States where everybody is free to
exercise his or her right to berate, bellyache and belittle.
Whereas, Putin is more closed-minded when it comes to people telling him what
he does not want to hear — what he can and cannot do. Putin clearly believes he is
doing the right thing by his precipitous action.
Moreover, this notion is reinforced by the major muted reaction of others like the
new Ukraine government, NATO, the European Union who see his actions as
clearly provocative.
Two questions arise. First, will his people (Russian’s and Russian-speaking people of
East Ukraine) continue to back his actions? Two, will the Western powers
individually and collectively via its institutions like NATO, EU, UN, IMF, ECB, G7
and other organizations mound any kind of successful resistance that will halt this
juggernaut?
Let us consider the first question about Vladimir Putin and his actions of late. He
operationally exercises control over the government and the media, which in fact is
controlled by the state with only one independent station.
Given that influence and his arbitrary behavior, the only hope that realistically
exists is economic sanctions. Clearly there is no interest in military action by any
government or international group such as NATO. Putin has already factored that
into his plans for the Ukraine and in his actions in the Crimea.
So it appears to be a “snatch and grab” operation. Putin snatches the Russian
speaking part of Ukraine as he looks further to the East. Europe screams foul play,
President Obama says, “Let's talk about this please.” Mr. Putin says, “OK, but don’t
ask me to reverse the justifiable legal actions that I took. It was simply in response
to an illegal coup d'état promoted by the West specifically the United States in
Kiev.”
Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin has an authoritarian personality, and as such, will not
respond to anything but what he perceives as a real direct action that he fears will
undermine his power base at home.
President Putin sold his strategy and approach the same way many products are
marketed on television. First, anxieties must be raised and the potential danger
seen. Then the solution is presented. For example, there is a drain-cleaning product
called “Drano”. Their message: germs are too close to where you prepare food.
(You could lose your control of your government in Crimea.) Second, there is an
answer to this danger — buy Drano! (We, your beloved Russian neighbors, will
come to your rescue.) Third, use the product, take action and get ride of the germs.
Feel safe and happy. (We will bring in our military and protect you and neutralize
the threat.) And fourth, keep the product handy as you never know when it will be
necessary in the future. (You are safe as long as we are present and ready to act.)
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Various people have had direct contact with President Putin:
George Bush: “I looked into Putin’s eyes and got a sense of his soul.”
A few years later he recanted calling him later to his face, “Coldblooded.”
Barack Obama: “The bored kid in the back of the classroom,” putting
on an unsmiling, tough-guy “shtick.”
Colin Powell: “I looked at President Putin’s eyes and I saw the KGB”.
Former Defense Secretary, Robert Gate: ”I have looked Into Putin's
eyes and I saw a stone cold killer.”
Hillary Clinton: “He is like Hitler.”
House Speaker Boehner: “He is a thug.”
German Chancellor Angela Merkel: “He is in another world.”
By Olivier Knox, Yahoo News March 6, 2014
Putin’s fear-mongering, skilled manipulation and “legally justified" annexation of
part of the Ukraine has proven successful, and will for some time to come. This is
partially the result of the cumbersome actions on the part of Obama and his
anxious EU alliance. Sanctions are a “double edged” sword with tens of billions of
Euros in goods and services at stake.
The EU is Russia’s biggest trading partner and the EU’s third largest training partner.
Corresponding hardships will surely follow for both. Don’t look to Putin’s Russia to
blink first. Sacrifice for the “motherland” triggers memories of old painful
romanticized times, and will draw the Russian people even closer to him and his
autocratic leadership.
Economic sanctions take time to take hold, and when it begins to have an impact,
Putin will find a table at which to talk. It will be filled with people who will say,
“See? It worked. We forced them here with diplomacy.” Mr. Putin’s representatives
will smile and open the negotiations with those same pleasantries mentioned
earlier.
Mr. Putin will be looking at a map of Europe and thinking one word: ”NEXT.” Some
will take solace in the historic words uttered by no less than Benjamin Disraeli,
who upon returning from the Congress of Berlin in 1878, stated "I have returned
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from Germany with peace for our time.” A year later Germany was showing
aggression again.
Perhaps the same remarks made 30 September 1938 by British Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain in his speech concerning the Munich Agreement and the
Anglo-German Declaration will stir their memories. Or even better, holding a
signed paper in hand saying, ”I have returned from Germany with peace in our
time.” Later at 10 Downing Street he reiterated, “My good friends, for the second
time in our history, a British Prime Minister has returned from Germany bringing
peace ... with honor. I believe it is peace for our time. We thank you from the
bottom of our hearts. Go home and get a nice quiet sleep,” ref. ”Neville Chamberlain".
UK government. Retrieved 2008-09-23.

What impact will sanctions have on the Russian Psyche?
Here are some historical parallels to consider when thinking about what affect
“squeezing” Putin’s friends, close allies and supporters might have on the former
Deputy Mayor of Leningrad now St Petersburg.
The Battle of Stalingrad (23 August 1942 – 2 February 1943) was amongst the
bloodiest battles in the history of warfare. According to archival figures, the Red
Army suffered a total of 1,129,619 total casualties; 478,741personnel killed or
missing and 650,878 wounded These numbers are for the whole Don region; in the
city itself 750,000 were killed, captured, or wounded.
At the Battle of Stalingrad anywhere from 25,000 to 40,000 Soviet civilians died in
Stalingrad and its suburbs during a single week In all, the battle resulted in an
estimated total of 1.7-2 million Axis and Soviet casualties.
In Mr. Putin’s hometown when the Germans surrounded them the people of
Stalingrad/Leningrad lost 2000 people per day died of starvation some of whom
where later cannibalized to live on and fight against “the German sanctions,” ref.
Keegan, Second World War, p. 157-159
This time it is not Germany but Russia. This distinction would grant little
consolation when tanks and talk take territory. President Putin is stirring a witch’s
brew of international tensions affecting global markets and endangering important
trade agreements. This should be déjà vu for many in Europe.
Hitler’s actions in Czechoslovakia's Sudetenland are not that of Putin’s in the
Ukraine. Or are they? Both men came to the “rescue” of people who spoke their
native language of German or Russian. Both Hitler and Putin overlooked the fact
that they were respectively citizens of Czechoslovakia and Ukraine — not citizens
of Germany or Russia. This bogus claim would have one believe that if Chinesespeaking American citizens in California had grievances about the treatment of
their Government, China would be justified in invading California!
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As predicted in the original article written in March 2014, memories of this tragedy
remain and are becoming a rallying cry. On April 24, 2014, AP reporter Yuras
Karmanau, quoted Stella Khorosheva, a spokeswoman for the Slovtanski insurgents
said, “We will defend ourselves to our last drop of blood. We are ready to repeat
Stalingrad.”
As recent actions have demonstrated President Obama is more subtle in conflicts as
a consensus builder, and Putin is more of a foxy, brawling street fighter. The
neighbors in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania are very aware of their own history and
false promises made in this regard. Their eyes are surely focused on Putins direct
action and straight talk as these countries have large Russian speaking populations
and are listening carefully to the diplomatic wheels slowly turning. Their question
is, “Will tough talk or bluster from the West via Obama turn the flood tides in the
Ukraine?”
What does President Obama really have in mind regarding sanctions?
Tom Donilon, former National Security Adviser to Pres. Obama, now Senior
Distinguished Fellow at the Council of Foreign Relations commented on April 24,
2014, in an interview with Charlie Rose the following points:
1) Economic sanctions will impact Russia greatly over time.
2) There can be an increase the number and the importance of people
on the sanctions list this can be key people in energy and economic
sectors.
3) There can be an increase in support of the Ukraine militarily, without
putting NATO troops on the ground.
4) There can be an increase in the support for Ukraine economically.
5) Russia can be made to be more isolation politically with the West.
6) Continue to isolate Russia economically i.e. stock market, their currency
and isolate their companies doing business with the West.
7) It is a fact that one third of Europeans energy (Germany 40%) needs
are depended on Russia for gas and oil. Mr. Putin needs to keep in
mind that, if you stop sales of a product, you do not get paid for your
product.
8) Russia limiting sale of products will have the effect of causing Europe
and America to rethink their dependency on Russia for trade of
needed supplies. The consequence of this action will lead to an
increase independent and diversity of supply of goods between the
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US and Europe. Which once established will not likely return to an
unstable relationship with Russia in the future.
What President Putin should, at his peril, keep in mind is that which he himself
states was the worst event in his life when he referred to the collapse of the Soviet
Union. A key factor was the power of the American economy and the power of
NATO. In that regard NATO has only grown stronger and the American economy
has emerged from the economic crisis strong whereas Russia remains weaken in its
economy. In the long run Mr. Putin will surly loses his power struggle with the
West. It is a matter of common sense and numbers.
The conflict in Ukraine presents another test for a war-weary world. Nevertheless,
there is a lesson that we must never forget: Tyranny thrives on weakness,
indecisiveness and false hope just as freedom thrives on courage, sacrifice and
decisive action. Be it chess or checkers, the game ends when one of the players
says, “Stop. It’s enough!”
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